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Reporting bugs
Hardly any program is bug-free.

Some bugs may be quite obvious and
thus noticed and fixed quickly,
but a lot of them manifest only
in very specific circumstances

and a lof of time can pass
before someone observes them.

By reporting bugs and issues
to software authors,

we (hopefully) contribute
to improving its quality.



  

Reporting wants & needs
A similar situation to reporting bugs

is reporting needs and wishes.

By reporting our needs, we suggest
new ways for improving the program.

Our proposals may,
for e.g., make the program

more welcoming for new users,
or more accessible

for people with disabilities.



  

Bugs and needs
Small projects usually use

the issue tracking tools
provided by their code hosting platform,

e.g. GitHub, BitBucket, GitLab.



  

Bugs and needs
Large projects often have separate

issue tracking systems, e.g. Bugzilla.



  

Helping others
One of the key elements to
a program’s sucess is the

quality of available support.

By helping others solve their problems,
e.g. by answering questions on forums
or chat channels,
we not only solve

the problem of
the person asking,
but also contribute

to the project’s community.



  

Documentation
A common problem troubling software

- especially the smaller and lesser known - 
is the lack of good documentation.

By creating and improving
documentation in projects,
we reduce the entry barrier

for new users and make
using the program easier for them.



  

Translating
Though some programs are created with the

thought of only a single country’s market,
most of them are universal
and can be used anywhere.

By translating the program to
new languages, we increase

the number of potential users.

Or, looking at it from the other side 
– for common users, we increase 

the number of software
available to them.



  

Translating
In smaller projects, translating may require

manual edition of strings files.



  

Translating
Larger projects often use some kind of

internet service for translations.



  

Translating
Thanks to that, we can translate
straight from the web browser.

   

It also eases cooperation of multiple translators.



  

Graphics and sounds
A subtle problem that affects a lot of projects

is the lack of artists and/or designers.

While they often have very little trouble
attracting new programmers, they lack people

who could e.g. design an elegant logo.



  

Graphics and sounds



  

Graphics and sounds
Apart from utility programs, there’s also
free and open video games, for whom

the need for good artists cannot be overstated. 



  

Popularizing
A program without users is like

a book without readers or
a play without viewers.

By recommending a program
to your friends you make it more popular,
which in turn might lead to more people

willing to help with its development.



  

Donating
A large number of projects allow you

to support them financially
through donations.



  

Some good words
Hardly anything demotivates as much
as the feeling of doing pointless work.

If you like a program – thank the authors
and tell them how much you value their work.



  

Thanks for listening
Questions?
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